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C O R E LA B FO R E LE M E N T A R Y & M ID D LE S C H O O L P R O G R A M S

Engineering Pathways Mobile STEM Lab
The Engineering Pathways STEM Lab supports the Elementary (3-5) and Middle School (6-8)
programs and supports a broad range of technologies and curriculum. More than a one-time-use
STEM kit, the carefully curated materials are designed to follow your students throughout their
learning. The materials are organized and unintimidating; the large scale elements allow for
collaborative learning. As your students progress through the STEM lessons, they learn about
mechanisms and movement, applied mathematics, programmable robotics and computational
thinking, simple and compound machines, and rapid prototyping and 3D printing. Students drive
their own learning through hands-on design and engineering challenges by defining problems,
asking questions, and challenging their own thinking to learn through iteration.
This lab features two robotic platforms. The easy-to-use remote control Maker ROK-Bot
requires no programming and makes the study of motorized mechanisms and machines easy and
fun. The programmable ROKduino introduces students to coding, sensors, motors, and
autonomous robotic design. Students with little to no coding experience can start with simple and
intuitive drag-and-drop block coding, then transition to text-based coding.
Resources for this lab include access to the Kid Spark curriculum and professional learning
library, teacher lessons plans, student curriculum packets and workbooks, ready-made program
sketches, and a digital 3D parts library.
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ROK Blocks Mobile STEM Lab
The ROK Blocks STEM Lab supports the Kid Spark Elementary Program (PK-5) and is perfect
for children without any previous STEM experience. More than a one-time-use STEM kit, the
carefully curated materials are designed to follow your students throughout their learning. The
materials are organized and unintimidating; the large scale elements allow for collaborative
learning. As your students progress through the STEM lessons, they engage in key engineering
practices that include gathering information, explaining how things work, problem-solving, and
critical thinking.
With this STEM lab, even the most inexperienced students can quickly and easily build
sophisticated prototypes and grow their confidence in engineering. Early lessons focus on
foundational fluencies that include reading step-by-step instructions, symbolization, measuring,
patterns, and symmetry. Then students transition into more challenging concepts like how to
make things move, how to make things strong, applied mathematics, the design and engineering
cycle, and other foundational fluencies key to building their STEM identity. This identity—
seeing one’s self as capable of learning and understanding science, technology, engineering, and
math—is the cornerstone to instilling a love of science and technology in your students.
Resources for this lab include access to the Kid Spark STEM curriculum library and on-demand,
online STEM teacher trainings, teacher lessons plans, and student curriculum packets and
workbooks.
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